The goal of this investigation was to overcome limitations of a persistency analysis, introduced by Benoit Mandelbrot for fractal Brownian processes: nondifferentiability, Brownian nature of process and a linear memory measure. We have extended a sense of a Hurst factor by consideration of a phase diffusion power law. It was shown that pre-catastrophic stabilization as an indicator of bifurcation leads to a new minimum of momentary phase diffusion, while bifurcation causes an increase of the momentary transport. 
Introduction
In 1955 the American researcher Hassler Whitney has created a mathematical foundation of a modern catastrophe theory -the theory of mapping singularities [1] . It includes investigations of peculiarity classes, that appear for mapping of one two dimensional surface to another one. A mapping was suggested to be smooth. An application of this instrument to dynamical system allowed introducing a mapping of characteristic surface into the surface of control parameters. Then a peculiarity appearance corresponds to a change of a polysemy multiplicity for mapping ) , ( ) , ( is a characteristic surface. Whitney has found out two stable types of mappings -types that have not been destroyed after negligible deformations of surfaces or their projections. These types of mappings have been generalized for arbitrary manifolds with dimension up to 10 by Whitney's followers [2] . One of them led to the discrete change of a system's characteristic state -"cusp" catastrophe. It is represented for a one dimensional case at the Fig.1 .
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An evolution of mapping leads to an occurrence of the Whitney's "cusp". The multiplicity or uncertainty is maximal in the unstable area of C -vicinity. According to [3] the disruption E D  appears as a fusion of stable and unstable regimes, marked by ovals. The characteristic distance between two stable attractors is proportional to the supercriticality level dx x x cr   : cr x x H   .
Fig.1. Appearance of Whitney's "cusp"
In terms of a bifurcation theory this one-dimensional evolution corresponds to the saddle-node fusion in a phase space. In the Fig.2 a fusion of one node and two saddles is represented. In fact this transformation is one dimensional as a node and a saddle has one dimensional peculiarity of trajectories direction change. In such a way, according to the Whitney's theorem "cusp" disruption is a consequence of attractor-repeller "annihilation" and a preliminary stabilization is as a necessary condition of the possible bifurcation. Another type of destabilization is a selfoscillating destabilization, considered by H. Poincare. In his revolutionary dissertation [4] he has shown that a birth of a new limited cycle in a phase space is realized by a transition through a stable equilibrium zone, i.e. the system should return to the stabilization before a new bifurcation occurs. A birth of a new cycle is preceded by the distortion and a death of a previous quasi stable regime. In such a way we have come to the same conclusion regarding a necessary condition of a catastrophe.
Fig.2. Fusion of one node and two saddles
A "calm before storm" or effect of small scale oscillations suppression before bifurcation has been noticed by M.M. Dubovikov and N.V. Starchenko in [5] as well. They have studied a behavior of financial time series by the use of Hurst fractal parameter of stability. Anatoly Neishtadt has shown that a delay of the dynamic bifurcation exists in case of all known analytical nonlinear systems [6] for adiabatic change of control parameter. It means that inertial properties resist a new synchronization -the system needs time for the restructuring as it happens in case of Ising model of magnetic domains. A delay depends on the clusters interaction and an intensity of the external "field", i.e. macro scale influence. This model has been extended in the area of social complex systems by Callan E. and Shapiro O [7] . A comfortable choice of a macroscopic control parameter has been suggested in [8] on basis of Reynolds parameter for turbulent streams:
Here ) (t R is basic phase parameter and
is set of microscopic control parametersparametric vector. Quantities q + and q -correspond to power input and output per system unit. In given description bifurcation corresponds to the transition of an equilibrium state 1
Here  and  show a finite increase and decrease of corresponding parameter for
. The delay between a new cycle appearance and macro scale excitation is defined by inertial properties of system domains. We have to mark that a new bifurcation has to pass through an equilibrium quasi stable state of 1  R : in terms of statistical thermodynamics it corresponds to a minimum of Gibbs free energy
. If a velocity of a control parameter change is higher then a minimal velocity of inertial processes, then a delay of rearrangement exists and is preceded by the change of relative excitation power ) (t R .
Fractal analysis as an indicator of stability and its limitations
Inability to define strictly a set of control parameters or a global excitation balance obliged researchers to look for statistical measures of the system stability. One of possible approaches is a fractal analysis, suggested by Benoit Mandelbrot. He used the Hausdorff dimension as a basis for introduction a fractal object such that
. Here T D is a topological dimension of a manifold, defined by a number of independent variables necessary for its description. H D is Hausdorff dimension, determined by the relation (4):
is a number of elements, covering the given manifold, where  is a characteristic size of an element. According to Mandelbrot [9] scale invariance is the necessary property of fractals. However we should note tha chaotic natural systems have scale characteristic limits. For example a turbulent flow has an internal micro scale, defined by inertial viscous forces and an external macro scale, defined by external hydrodynamic influence. Such type of system was denoted as quasi fractal by Mandelbrot, because they have a satisfactory fractal description only within given scale limits
An application of a fractal description to the time series ) ( i t f meant an investigation of statistical properties in case of several time resolutions t
Covering elements can be defined as rectangles with heights, defined by function range in a given interval [5] :
Then a fractional dimension can be expressed in the following way:
According to this relation it is defined by the true range of its integral element ) ( t h i  . It is important to underline that nondifferentiability as a necessary property of scale invariance is obligatory for a fractal time series but is impossible for natural time series. In fact it would mention an infinite energy of such range and a violation of energy conservation law. Another fractal characteristic, introduced by Mandelbrot for the description of stochastic time series is a fractal Hurst factor. It was induced through the relation of Fractional Brownian Motion (FBM). An idea of FBM introduction was inability to explain deviations from normal distributions in some natural systems, for example financial markets. Pareto -Levy distributions have been obtained as particular cases of such abnormal behavior. Mandelbrot decided to make generalization. Let us consider a Standard Brownian Motion (SBM) time series ) (t B , which satisfies a normal distribution. Then an FBM increment can be expressed in the following way [10] :
A given increment is expressed through the fractal derivatives of SBM with a factor
. This factor defines a deviation from a standard markovian Brownian motion ( 5 . 0  H ). FBH allows obtaining anomalous distributions with "thick tails", and a flexible explaining of flights. According to [10] an expectation of FBM deviation is self-affine:
This means that a probable amplitude of the deviation depends on a time scale and a Hurst factor H of system's memory. If 5 . 0  H then relation (7a) corresponds to the Einstein's law of Brownian walks: 
If we consider a motion only in negligible time range ( ) ,t ds t  then this relation can be simplified:
Up to a constant factor this relation corresponds to the SBM increment. In such a way FBM assumes limitations of Markovian process that should be satisfied for small time deviations. It should be mentioned that small time deviations allow to state connection between fractal dimension of time series and memory factor:
. However in many works, for example [5] and [11] this relation is applied for macroscopic time scales. This approach creates a logical conflict for FBM was initially introduced to explain a non Gaussian process. b) An increment of the FBM has an infinite exact energy. As it was stated by Mandelbrot [10] a first fractal derivative of FBM and consequently its energy diverges for the range 1 0   H . To overcome this obstacle he has introduced a smoothed derivative where a range of smoothing  is defined artificially:
However that is not the only procedure to introduce "physical" derivative (we may use a weighted derivative as well) and that's why the universality of a dynamic description is lost; c) Hurst factor expresses a linear measure of memory and is not applicable for nonlinear cases. This remark needs a certain clarification. According to [10] a linear autocorrelation function of a first derivative can be expressed in the following way:
It is a quadratic function of Hurst factor and depends on the artificial smoothing parameter . Cases of 5 . 0  H and 5 . 0  H correspond to the persistent and antipersistent trends correspondingly [5, 10] . In case of markovian SBM 5 .
. However that does not mean an absence of system memory. For markovian process a probability connection is stated by Chapman -Kolmogorov equation which is not linear in general:
In fact a Hurst factor as a memory measure can be applied for the characterization of linear trends in regard to the function ) (t B H  , but according to a standard FBM model it can't be used generally for the indication of pre-catastrophic stabilization, considered in the section 1.
Extended interpretation of Hurst parameter
In this section we shall consider a diffusive approach to the characterization of pre-catastrophic stabilization effect (PS-effect), noted in the Section 1. This description assumes an introduction of a second transport factor, used in a standard Fokker-Planck equation (12) . This equation has been derived on a basis of Chapman -Kolmogorov equation (11) and thus is applied for markovian processes:
Here double brackets designate an averaging of an initial coordinate:
It is significant to note that a factor ) , ( t x b  is equal to the left part of an equation (7a) for the expectation of FBM shift. It has been shown in [12] that systems of phase mixing have second factor with explicit time dependence, expressed through the specific energy of characteristic vector (Fig.14, Fig.15 ).
Let's introduce a variable time lag
and a power regression of the transport factor that will be denoted as a dynamic diffusion below:
Then an expectation of the stochastic shift can be represented in the following way: 
Then a diffusive acceleration can be represented in the following way:
Here eff V is an efficient volume potential of attraction of a given phase space. In regard to the time series analysis it characterizes a volatility of a considered time series:
It is an integral characteristic of a manifold internal interaction. According to the relation (20) the value of an efficient potential of attraction tends to zero for   t -a "deliquescence of the phase drop" in terms of G.M.Zaslavsky [13] . It means that a system may loose memory even for , where d h is dynamic entropy of Kolmogorov [13] :
expresses Gibbs entropy through a phase space area   . Dynamic entropy shows instability of phase trajectories and their exponential expansion intensity. That's why, as it was mentioned in the Section 2 FBM Hurst factor can't characterize a nonlinear system memory in general case.
A sense of a generalized Hurst factor can be clarified with a use of spectral description. If we introduce a characteristic frequency f t / 1   , then according to the relation (16) a following formula may be represented for a dynamic diffusion spectrum: , when domain shifts are assumed to be independent and normally distributed. An artificial Gaussian mixing, for example random permutations of financial time series have shown that a Hurst factor tends to a critical value [11] . However we should mention that relations (16) and (22) assume a reverse power law. This type of transport is typical for a uniform Kolmogorov turbulence [14] and flicker electrical noise [15] , when large scale fluctuations are more intense and more weakly dissipated. An experimental research of ) , ( 0 T t D allows finding out an evolution of a natural scale-law, corresponding to the investigated complex system.
Diffusive analysis and R -bifurcations: equivalence of descriptions
In Section 1 we have considered a pre-catastrophic stabilization effect (PS -effect) as a first necessary condition of the bifurcation. In regard to the diffusive analysis that means a preliminary intensification of small scale fluctuations with a following large scale catastrophe. If we consider Generally it should be marked that a PS-effect leads to the small scale spectrum band intensification with a following transition to a large scale transport. One of possible ways, that can be used to compare macro/micro transport properties, is represented by the relation (23). . A disruption leads to an increase of the momentary transport due to a large scale motion.
An alternative choice of a control parameter has been suggested in a Section 1 on the basis of an extended Reynolds factor. It may be denoted as a basic phase parameter ) (t R . According to mechanisms (2) and (3) 
). Let's introduce a relation for specific system power:
System stability condition leads to 0  
Relation (27) in fact allows receiving components of acceleration
Indeed, consideration of specific power ) (t q can be reduced to two cases: a) 0 . According to definition (1) of basic phase parameter this means that 1 )
corresponds to a new stable regime. Thus use of ) (t R as control parameter must be delimited for two types of system [8] : a)
. For first type of system motion stability loss and bifurcation are realized for 1 ) (  t R , while decelerator comes to transition only for 1 ) (  t R . In both cases a transition corresponds to the following requirement:
(29) Let's define a connection between a diffusive condition (23) and the relation (28) for a particular choice of a control parameter
can be easily simplified for a time series in the following way:
A reduced energy tensor of a characteristic vector is represented through the second part of a given expression. Then a diffusive equilibrium requirement can be represented in the following way:
This requirement is equal to the relation (31):
we come to the conditions (29), which means that for small time increments both descriptions of a PS -effect are equivalent.
R/D analysis: application to financial markets
In this section we shall consider several illustrations of diffusive and R-analysis applications to a financial market description. A deep trading history of basic stock indexes and an availability of data make financial time series comfortable examples for a nonlinear analysis. However a total collapse of this index corresponds to the failure of mortgage agencies in October 2008. Let's demonstrate an application of two approaches that were considered above -analysis of a basic phase parameter ) (t R , R -analysis and a diffusive analysis, D -analysis. Both will be applied for the discovering of new system disruptions, corresponding to macro scale shifts of price.
The set of relations above (33) expresses a difference approximation of the parameter )
According to the conditions, considered above, an attraction sign should be defined , where acceleration is expressed by formulas (34). 
This relation allows determining of derivative sign change:
. In Fig, 7 principal clusters are marked in the OX axis as it has been done in Fig.5 . It should be marked that in both cases of R -analysis and D -analysis we have used a natural criterion of clustering indication: 5 consequent date points of switched bifurcation indicator. series. However if one uses these types of analysis separately then a time period is introduces subjectively or in accordance with practical needs. It is significant to emphasize that an R -analysis has a wider area of application since it is not limited by markovian processes and may be applied to processes with long memory, like inertial trends. In 
Conclusions
In this paper a combined transport analysis has been considered for the description of a precatastrophic stabilization. This effect has been stated as a fusion of stable and unstable parametric areas. A delay between a new cycle appearance and a macro scale excitation is defined by inertial properties of system domains. That's why an indication of transport anomalies may help to forecast a catastrophe. We have shown that a standard fractal analysis introduce artificial properties into physical process: nondifferentiability, Brownian nature and linear memory measure. In this frame a Hurst factor can not be used for the indication of nonlinear pre-catastrophic stabilization. Additionally a self affinity of a fractal time series makes impossible a direct calculation of the process energy. A sense of a Hurst factor has been extended by the consideration of a phase diffusion power law. This relation characterizes a shift of a basic absorption band from a micro scale to a macro scale range when a coherent motion and resonances appear. However it was stated that such type of description assumes a power frequency spectrum. To overcome this limitation momentary phase diffusion has been introduced. An experimental research of diffusion allows finding out the evolution of a natural scale-law, corresponding to the investigated complex system. This factor reaches a new minimum during a pre-catastrophic stabilization phase:
. A disruption leads to an increase of the momentary transport due to a large scale motion. In regard to the diffusive analysis that means a preliminary intensification of small scale fluctuations with a following large scale shift, i.e. catastrophe. We have applied a Lyapunov-Reynolds analysis for the verification of a diffusive description. It was found out that for an accelerated phase motion a stability loss and the bifurcation are realized for 1 ) (  t R , while a decelerator comes to the transition only for 
